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NEIL LEATHER
Designed by Jean Marie Massaud
Elegant, light, sophisticated: Neil Leather is the natural evolution of Neil, an icon of essentiality born in 2018 by
the hand of Jean Marie Massaud. A project in continuous evolution that in 2019 gave birth to Neil Twist armchair
and in 2020 to Neil Twist chair.
Innate class and an international style characterize the products created by the French designer for MDF Italia,
which today are enriched with a new proposal designed for wide living spaces, but also to characterise domestic
environments with extreme elegance.
Neil Leather pays close attention to details, to the research of proportions and comfort.
The bearing steel frame, available in glossy black chrome finish, draws a simple and light architecture, while the
thick full grain leather covering dresses it and creates a welcoming seat.
Sartorial details, such as the seams in heavy duty thread and the dyed edges, enhance the exclusive qualities of
the leather and its processing, 100% made in Italy.
A product that combines traditional design and craftsmanship, able to fit into different environment, the most
classic or the most modern and contemporary.
DISCOVER NEIL TWIST CHAIR / NEIL TWIST ARMCHAIR
DISCOVER NEIL TEXTILE CHAIR
DISCOVER NEIL STOOL

STRUCTURE
The load-bearing structure of the seat and backrest is made in steel wire and available in a glossy galvanic finish
in black chrome.

UPHOLSTERY
The thick full grain saddle-hide is simply stretched taut between the parts of the structure and guarantees
unexpected comfort even though it has a simple, definite form.
The product is made completely by hand, entirely in Italy, a guarantee of high quality craftsmanship and great
attention to detail: seams in heavy duty thread, dyed edges, and pressed areas on the leather surface form raised
decorations that emphasise the tension and pattern.
The saddle-hide upholstery is not removable.
This product is only destined for indoor use.

NEIL LEATHER

L50 D58 H80 cm
seat H45 cm

H/D/L

Finishing
The number in the dot corresponds to the number of colour/material finish.
Here below, in the section FINISH OPTIONS, please note all the colours of the materials used for this product.
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Finish options
STRUCTURE
Chrome

Black chrome

COVER
Saddle-hide

Black R900
Col. 02

Dark grey
R903 Col. 03

Natural R904
Col. 26

Turtledove
R906 Col. 29

